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General Assembly draws together the
threads of the research project
The final ICONET General Assembly took place online on Wednesday 3rd February, where Makis
Kouloumbis of Inlecom Systems, ICONET project leader, and the full ICONET team went through the
project deliverables and conclusions being reached. This event allowed the team to reflect on the
picture that the research has painted of a Physical Internet world, and the far-reaching implications of
that for investors in both cloud-and-edge-based service providers, logistics service providers,
regulators, and service users alike.
The ICONET platform of Physical Internet services has been designed as a flexible, scalable, and
deployable platform that acts as a workbench on which developers and system users will build higher
value assets, such as warehousing as a service (WaaS) showcased within ICONET by Stockbooking, or
rail and intermodal port planning systems, as being developed within the project by the Port of
Antwerp. Brian Bolam of ELUPEG asked whether the demands and costs of use and integration of the
PI platform would be realistic for small businesses, and John Farren of IBM explained that a flexible
integration platform cannot be a monolithic single solution involving high integration costs that a small
business cannot afford. Furthermore, by definition a network of platforms must eventually be able to
reach every size and sector of logistics user and operator, every geography, and every existing IT
system, which means that the systems must be robust enough to allow for gradual migration and take
up of the concepts and services at any scale, and by any developer, whether as part of an internal
project team such as those within a large organisation, or whether by a third party provider that
supports small businesses. John Farren explained that a core aim of ICONET in laying down the initial
foundations has been future proofing the services and algorithms so that they are able to adapt
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beyond the uses imagined and tested today and thereby be able to interact within an unlimited range
of transport and logistics scenarios. The team looked at current trends in cloud, edge, and machine
learning computing to assess the scope of scenarios which would need to be addressed and build
adaptability of data integration and optimisation requirements into the core framework, so that any
future research, commercialisation, and installation project would be able to use and build on the
platform and services already developed. John also pointed out that the system is designed for
evolution; the power of machine learning meant that the physical internet optimisation platform
would be a dynamic rather than static system, and that at any one time, the evolution from one
generation of platform to the next would be supported through the reduction of 10% of data and tasks
through the emerging version of a platform that was forming as a result of the machine learning, whilst
90% of traffic flowed the existing platform, thereby creating a controlled environment that maintained
the stability of service for the users of the service.
In her presentation, Britta Balden of Egerlink emphasised that a viable physical internet strategy would
rely upon developing a value proposition for all users including the small businesses that make up the
bulk of European economies. The team reflected on the impact of Covid on the project, which early in
the pandemic delayed activity and diverted the attention of project partners, but which also over time
intensified the focus of all involved on the need for rapid development and deployment of digital
logistics solutions; moreover, the impact of Covid upon global commerce and society simply
underlined the value of enhanced, efficient, and effective logistics solutions. Britta pointed out that
the crisis has acted as a catalyst in accelerating digitalisation of logistics and supply chains, most clearly
in the rapid growth of online retail and home delivery, and that this accelerated digitisation would
help prepare the way for the Physical Internet. Britta also noted that China’s rapid recovery from Covid
has further widened the maturity gap between the EU and Chinese economies, in terms of the
investments, systems, and conditions required for the evolution of Physical Internet.

Advisory Board meets one last time to
consider the research implications and steer
communication to the wider logistics world
The final Advisory Board meeting also took place online on the 3rd February, which gave the ICONET
team one last opportunity to obtain feedback and direction from a group of industry experts from a
range of backgrounds and perspectives. The team presented key results and received useful feedback
on deployment and communication of the research findings. On the same theme, Sergio Barbarino
gave a presentation on his perspective on the P&G and ALICE roadmap to the physical internet, which
emphasised the need to harness and develop new technology to reach key goals such as
decarbonisation (e.g. zero emission by 2050), but all the time recognising that it is people that will
make the change, people that are convinced, will collaborate and push implementation past inevitable
barriers to change. Sergio quoted Yossi Sheffi who said, “It is not about people vs. planet vs. profit,
but People vs. People vs. People.”
Sergio pointed out the limitation to the metaphor of the ‘Physical Internet metaphor’ in that data lost
can be replicated, whilst in the physical world, lost or delayed goods in transit incur irrecoverable
costs, and so physical logistics and the digital twin have a one-way replicability, but this insight in itself
helps in understanding how the internet can be applied to a self-optimising logistics chain, and
particularly how the routing protocols of the digital internet provide a good starting point for designing
a new paradigm for collaboratively maintaining network utilisation, efficiency and effectiveness.
Professor Rod Franklin of Kuehne Logistics University underscored the need for network frameworks
for this to be possible, as a basic universally applicable means of exchange.
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John Farren of IBM considered this and related the links between ICONET and the predecessor project
SELIS, which “proposed a lightweight node based on open-source principles” which would effectively
organically create such a network. John also pointed out that the findings of both SELIS and ICONET
are being combined and brought to bear on the project PLANET, which is challenged with integrating
the ‘Trans-European Transport Network’ (Ten-T) into the global logistics and trade network. The
group discussion raised the likelihood of a mix of open and closed networks, platforms, and hubs, all
of which would be able to exchange with other on a selective basis, as and when required. Steve
Rinsler of ELUPEG suggested that all these things will happen simultaneously as incremental
improvements and benefits are harvested on the way to this end destination, as such large-scale
investment and transition is more likely to evolve organically rather than through a single and
centralised ‘big bang’ solution.

Living Lab Workshops spread the word
The General Assembly was preceded by a series of workshop that were organised and hosted by
ELUPEG in January to disseminate the findings of the work undertaken by the ICONET team and project
partners on the four living labs.

Living Lab 1: Physical Internet hub-centric network and the Port of Antwerp
Eric Feyen of UIRR and Koen Cuypers of APA presented how the rail traffic system was developed as
the backbone of integration of the Port of Antwerp with intermodal logistics and transport, key to
their target of increasing the rail share of freight. Sergio asked about the flexibility of the routing
system, and Eric explained that the transparency enabled a much greater efficiency of use of the
terminal, and the flow and reallocation of freight through the terminals and to routes that are more
cost and environmentally effective.
David Cipres of Itainnova demonstrated the simulation work that showed that the service-led
optimisation could reduce delays through bottlenecks within the port by 40%, reduce CO2 emissions
by 30%, and deliver significant improvements to empty runs (by 6%), whilst at the same time
improving utilisation of trains (by 8%) and the fill of train freight space (by 10%).
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These operational improvements within the port will also have an amplified effect on the overall
efficiency of the wider network and hinterlands served by the port. At the subsequent General
Assembly meeting, Gordon Doyle of IBM reiterated that the machine learning service and API enabling
optimisation of rail loading will be available and ready to use by anyone.

Living lab 2: Physical Internet corridor with P&G

Sergio Barbarino of P&G highlighted how as both supplier and customer of a high-volume corridor
they were able to establish a test-bed scenario for the application of Physical Internet solutions to the
bulk freight network environment, and how some of the work undertaken by the group will bring
immediate results, even if these early benefits will only be within the direct scope of P&G activity. The
aim of the corridor was increased utilisation, frequency, and accuracy of the delivery chain for all
participants, increased environmental and cost savings, and through all these elements generate a
more strategically attractive and deployable intermodal capability.
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Alesandro Vaglini of NGS srl explained how internet of things sensors were selected, designed, tested,
and deployed, and in doing so found that data transfer was not only successful but entirely lossless,
battery life of tracking devices exceeded expectations, and that the processed data was able to
generate a range of outputs for stakeholders.
The simulation work on the use of data and the proposed full deployment of PI capability found savings
of 5% to 10%, and reductions in CO2 emissions of between 20% to 30%, and again depending on the
particular application and use case, reductions in lead time of up to 25%, increases in on-time delivery
of up to 50%, and a 50% improvement in intermodal, or multi-modal routing, and from 20% to 30% of
total traffic. The project involved value-stream mapping that helped identify bottlenecks that
hampered end to end delivery chain synchronisation and therefore intermodality, which fed into the
dynamic ‘synchromodal’ routing Synchrony solution developed by P&G, enabled by real time
monitoring, particularly of these identified bottlenecks, and this itself represents a significant
breakthrough in making intermodality easier to plan, cost, execute and sustain.

Living lab 3: E-commerce fulfilment with SONAE

Joao Queiroga of leading Portuguese grocery retailer SONAE shared the impressive results of the work
on last mile delivery and local ecommerce delivery hubs. SONAE today use ‘dark-stores’ (local picking
and consolidation hubs) and retail stores to deliver the long tail of SKU (stock keeping units) that make
up 20% of online sales, whilst the 80% of online sales are fulfilled through the main retail stores with
picking staff and the standard range of FMCG (fast moving consumer goods).
Despite the success of their online retail business, SONAE still face many challenges including stock
outs, high costs of picking and packing, local urban transport impacts and constraints, and difficulties
with meeting target lead times. And of course, whilst Covid has seen dramatic increases in demand
for their online services, with demand in 2020 up by 600%, this rapid growth has also exacerbated the
ned to address the wastes and delays within the network.

The Physical Internet living lab solution changed the focus on centralised distribution to a more
decentralised and dynamic stocking, picking and fulfilment network. The improvements in
performance that the simulated PI-enabled fulfilment network delivered are, to put it simply, gamechanging; for example, stockouts, so inability to supply product due to non-availability, was running
at 25%, a level that would be considered high for a grocery retailer, but within the simulated PI
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network these stockouts were in effect virtually eliminated (barring the impacts of unforeseeable
external disruption). This 25% increase in order fulfilment represents a significant increase in revenue
and therefore margin on product flowing through the system and assets within the SONAE retail
network.

Living lab 4: Warehousing as a Service with Stockbooking

Nikolina Apostolova of Stockbooking, working in conjunction with FM Logistic, presented the
Stockbooking business case, which is a digital marketplace for an open network matching the demands
of logistics service providers with unused available warehousing capacity. Again, whilst investment is
required in adding the internet of things capabilities to the existing business model, the aim of the
platform and services modelled by ICONET is to make better use of existing logistics assets and
investments, a point stressed in the Q&A discussion by Steve Rinsler of ELUPEG, who chaired the
workshop sessions.
Again, the results were impressive, with stockouts virtually eliminated from a starting point of 16% to
near zero and increase of 14% in the fill rate of transport serving the warehousing and call off demand;
the headline benefits were more compelling still and included reductions in CO2 emissions of a
minimum of 19% to an upper estimate of 23%, and an overall cost saving in the range of 20% to 29%.
There was some discussion around how this service would compare to the existing network of well
managed assets that are relied upon by LSP clients, and Ben Waller of ELUPEG suggested that a nondedicated Warehousing as a Service offer would allow more dynamic pricing, so that in the same way
that suppliers pay increased notional rent for end of aisle space in a supermarket space, so
warehousing users would pay rates for warehousing space that reflected lead time for booking that
space and the overall demand on capacity. This would mean that both utilisation and the overall
service yield on warehousing assets is optimised, just as dynamic pricing has been used with great
success for many years to maximise the return on assets in other sectors including car rental,
passenger air travel, and hotel accommodation.

A question raised by Bill Somerton of Bisham Consulting at the end of the session raised the complexity
of managing multiple clients and wondered how the shared service provider would be able to meet
the varying service level agreements (SLA) of so many disparate users to avoid conflicts, and Kostas
Zavitsas of VLTN explained that the contractual rules are built into the bidding and booking service;
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this means that as freight enters the service domain, if a delivery is running late when compared to
the SLA of the most urgent consignment within the load, it can be prioritised within both the
warehousing hubs and the wider transport network.
All four workshops are available to view again here
The project concludes at the end of February and all the public deliverables are available on the
website – click here to view

ICONET Partners

For more information, please visit our website:
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